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MTI Vertical Universal Mixer Uni tec®
The all-rounder

definitely the right solution

MTI presents the Uni tec® as a universal mixer of the latest generation: individually configurable, for manual
and automatic controlled processes and always with the highest mixing precision.
Regardless whether you are looking for a mixing plant to homogenize bulk materials with different raw
material characteristics or you have to reproduce complex process sequences to realize specific product
parameters
the Un itec® matches your requirements.
Exact results by process optimization
Besides a most convenient operation and excellent cleaning properties, the main focus was put on process
safety during the development of the Uni tec® .
The geometric design of mixing vessel, mixing tools and optional chopper systems is optimally adjusted to the
specific needs of the chemical and plastics processing industry as well as similar branches and can be varied
in a wide range. The mixer both offers gentle homogenization of sensitive educts and dispersing of cohesive
pigments. Due to further configurations such as spraying systems for liquids, double jackets for temperature
controlled process management and vacuum or pressure-resistant vessel designs also coating and
granulating processes can be reproduced in highest quality.
Besides complying with all valid regulations, of course, MTI also considers ATEX, if necessary due to raw
material properties. The control system of the
Uni tec® as well as the installed safety equipment meet all requirements of a modern and flexible production
facility with highest process safety.
A conventional mixer might be okay. The Uni tec® made by MTI, however sets standards
of tomorrow.

for your products

Find out for yourself with a visit at the Powtech trade fair held from 23-25 April in Nuremberg at our booth in
Hall 1 / Stand 1-154.
We would be pleased to meet you.
Your contact person:
Mr. Ulrich Schär
General Manager
Phone: +49 (5231) 914 - 127
ulrich.schaer@mti-mixer.de
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We build your mixing systems
individually adapted for your needs concerning plastics, chemical products, fibre pulps and much more...
Do you want to learn more about us and our products?
browse our product section
get in contact with us
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